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Abstract

Nowadays, energy saving is a crucial issue in the world. Public area lighting is one of the
main sources of electrical energy consumption worldwide. In recent years, many intelligent
lighting management strategies have been proposed. Among them, LumiMotion is a solution
provided by Philips that fulfill the need for energy-efficiency and reduce lighting pollution
while maintaining the safety on streets and areas. The LumiMotion system also provides
system settings so that users can flexibly define a desired lighting system. Experimental
results show that the LumiMotion technology can help to save nearly 80 percent of energy
for street lighting. In this project, we will study the performance of the LumiMotion system
in the context of area lighting. The performances of the system are measured in terms of
estimated energy consumption and user safety. A framework is built to simulate the behavior
of both cars and the LumiMotion system. In this project, a real parking lot is chosen as
reference, and six different traffic scenarios are defined based on different number of cars in
the designated area and different driving behaviors. A number of parameters that crucially
affect the LumiMotion system behavior are analyzed and performances are evaluated using
the proposed simulation framework. The project is divided into three parts: in the first part,
we introduce the simulation framework developed in this work. Then, for all the parking
scenarios the impact of different system settings to the performances of the LumiMotion
system is studied. Finally, in the third part, we improve the current LumiMotion control
strategy and three alternative control strategies are proposed. Simulation results show that
for specific traffic behaviors the energy consumption can be reduced by 20 percent, while
almost preserving the same degree of safety.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Reducing energy consumption is a crucial issue around the all world. Public area lighting
is one voices that impact most energy consumption worldwide. Smart lighting management
that aims at providing efficient lighting systems is a popular research topic that is studied by
many researchers. LED diodes which are widely used in many intelligent lighting applications
provide a solution for efficient lighting systems. The reason for that is that lighting intensity
levels of LED diodes can be changed flexibly according to designers’ requirements.

Keeping the idea of “providing light when demanded” in mind, Philips has developed an
intelligent lighting application, the LumiMotion lighting system. It has already been installed
in a number of locations, including a residential street in Tilburg in the Netherlands and was
reported to be very successful in saving energy, while preserving safety. Figure 1.1 shows the
LumiMotion concept. Instead of turning on all lights in the street, the LumiMotion lighting
system only provides light where people are present.
The LumiMotion application uses cameras as sensors to activate the light poles. The camera

Figure 1.1: Basic idea of LumiMotion system
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sensors track objects like cars and pedestrians. Beforehand, the user defines the lowest and
highest intensity level of the lights. Initially all lights are switched on to the user defined
lowest intensity level. If a sensor detects a car or a person in its sensing range, it broadcasts
the detection to its neighboring sensors through wireless network. Then the sensor that
detects the object and its neighboring sensors all increase the light intensity of the luminaires
they control to the highest light level for a certain period of time (the dim-up period). After
that, if the sensor cannot detect any motion within a predefined delay time and no messages
are received from its neighboring sensors, it will dim the light to the lowest intensity level.
The behavior of the LumiMotion system is shown in Figure 1.2. Figure 1.2(a) presents the
behavior of the system when a car is detected and Figure 1.2(b) shows the system behavior
after constant time (delay time).

Detect a car turn on

control light

Communicate

Communicate

Receive message from
neighbor and turn on control light

(a)

No detection and no message received from
neighbor sensor dim

controled light

(b)

Figure 1.2: Behavior of LumiMotion system(a)Lighting system behavior when a car is de-
tected;(b)Lighting system behavior after a constant time

The LumiMotion system has already been installed in numerous locations worldwide. Exper-
imental results from the installation in the streets of Tilburg show that the system can help
Tilburg municipality to save nearly eighty percent energy on street lighting. The successful
experience in Tilburg proves the effectiveness of the LumiMotion application.However, several
open questions remain about the LumiMotion system and smart lighting systems in general:
can the LumiMotion system also be applied in other public areas, besides streets? And how
operating parameters affect the behavior of the system? To answer these questions, in this
project we will develop a simulation framework to study the performances of smart, sensor-
based lighting systems, and use it to analyze a LumiMotion system installed in a parking area.
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1.2 Problem Description

The behavior of the LumiMotion lighting system can be configured with different lighting
system settings (delay time, lowest light conditions, sensor radius) and is depending on place-
ment of the camera sensors and on the traffic behavior. How to measure the performance of
the lighting system under different operating conditions is still an open question. For lighting
systems, most users are concerned about the energy consumption and safety of the system.
Thus, in this project, these two main aspects are taken as the criteria to measure the per-
formance of different lighting system configurations. The energy consumption of the system
can be estimated by summing the energy consumption of all light poles. However, there is
no method available to simply measure the safety of a lighting system. Therefore the first
challenge in this project is come up with a reasonable way to measure the safety of a lighting
system. The lighting system performance differs a lot under different operational parameters:
this makes it difficult for users to define the lighting system they want. For example when
the car density in a parking is low, reducing the time a luminaries is kept on after detection
(delay time) can lead to large energy savings, while when the car density increases, the energy
reduction consumption caused by reducing the delay time can be neglected, since lights will
be on most of the time anyway. To solve this problem, in this project the impact of different
operational parameters to the lighting system performances will be studied. This study will
provide valuable insights to researchers, users and designers to create the lighting system.
Furthermore, we will also study the control strategy used in the current LumiMotion system
and we will propose some advanced control strategies that will improve the performances of
the system.

1.3 Project Plan

The impact of the operational parameters to the lighting system’s performance needs to be
studied. However, it is very difficult to implement experiments to analyze the influence of
different parameters in the real world. The reasons for that are: first building a new LumiMo-
tion system in real world is expensive and takes a considerable amount of time. Second, when
studying the influence of numerous system parameters on the performance of lighting system,
hundreds of experiments need to be carried out. Meanwhile, the impact of traffic behavior
should also be taken into account, which requires the traffic behavior to be controllable for
each experiment, which is unrealistic in the real world. Therefore in the real world a huge
amount of noise will be introduced by the changing of traffic behavior. Third, the light system
parameters need to be changed frequently when studying the influence of different lighting
system parameters. For example, to study the impact of sensor’s sensitivity, different sensor
parameters and types should be installed and tested, which is a very time consuming task.
Because of the reasons above, to study the influence of operational parameters based on real
world experiments is impractical. Nowadays, various problems such as [1, 2] are solved by
simulation-based approaches, which can also provide a viable solution in this study. In this
project, rather than implementing experiments in real world, the behavior of the lighting sys-
tem is simulated and the impact of operational parameters is studied based on the simulation
results. Various traffic simulation software exists, such as VISSIM and CORSIM, which makes
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the traffic simulation possible. However, no simulation software exists which can simulate the
lighting system behavior based on the traffic simulations. Thus, in this project, a simulation
software is developed which simulates the lighting system behavior based on results from traf-
fic simulation software. With a given traffic behavior, the software can calculate the energy
consumption and safety degree of the lighting system and generate videos which illustrates
the lighting system behavior based on traffic behavior.
In this project, we will study the impact of different operational parameters and discuss the
parameter influence based on the lighting system behavior. Then, by studying the lighting
system behavior, the drawbacks of the current control strategies are discussed and based on
the finding, advanced control strategies to improve the current system will be proposed.

1.4 Organization of the Report

This report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 details the simulation framework. In Chapter
3, based on the simulation framework introduced in Chapter 2, experiments are implemented
to study the impact of different operational parameters on a test lighting system. In Chapter
4, based on the results generated by the simulation framework, the control strategies and
lighting system behaviors of the current LumiMotion system are studied. From the study,
we propose new improved lighting control strategies. Chapter 5 draws the conclusions of our
study and describes possible future work.
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Chapter 2

Light Control Simulation
Framework

In this project we want to study the impact of the operational parameters (light conditions,
traffic behaviors, sensor sensing radius) on the performance of intelligent lighting systems and
improve the existing control strategies. However, as it was mentioned in the previous chapter,
the experiments are difficult to implement in the real world. Although there are various traffic
simulation applications in the market, there is no simulator that can simulate lighting system
behavior according to traffic behaviors. So in this project, a framework is built that simulates
the behavior of lighting systems based on traffic behaviors. The simulation framework is a key
part of our study, as it provides the basic tool to explore the behavior of intelligent lighting
systems. Therefore, in this chapter we introduce the details of the simulation framework that
we built in this project.
The first part presents the structure of the framework. Followed by the assumptions and
constraints of the simulation framework, the mathematical models behind the simulation in-
frastructure are introduced and motivated. Finally, each module of the simulation framework
is described in detail.

2.1 Structure of the Simulation Framework

The structure of the entire simulation framework is shown in Figure 2.1. As shown in the
figure, the simulation framework consists of three main parts: car generator module, lighting
system simulator, evaluation/visualization module. The car generator module reads the video
generated by an existing traffic simulation application and extracts the car positions. The
lighting system simulator computes the behavior of the lighting system according to system
parameters and car positions. Then, the simulation and calculation module calculates the
performance of the lighting system and generates a video that shows the lighting system
behavior according to the traffic patterns.
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light intensity level
for each light

sensor state

car positions

car positions
performance evaluation
/visualizations

Figure 2.1: Structure of the simulation framework

2.2 Assumptions and Constraints

There are some assumptions and constraints for the simulation framework. These assump-
tions and constraints affect the results of the simulation. Thus, before presenting more details
about the simulation framework, all assumptions and constraints are listed in this section.The
assumptions for the simulation framework include:

1. All camera sensors are perpendicular to the ground so in the simulation framework
sensing quality changed by rotating sensors is not taken into account.

2. At most one camera sensor can be placed on each light pole.

3. Sensor processing time can be neglected, so when a sensor detects a valid object, it
immediately completes all actions: extracting object position, notify neighboring sensors
and control associated lights .

4. The communication channel is ideal, so no packet is lost or dropped.

5. Propagation time of the communication information is 0 seconds, which means that the
communication message can reach any node of the system in 0 seconds.

6. The time a LED light needs to turn on is 0 seconds.

7. Sensors can only detect moving objects.

8. The only valid objects present in the scene are cars.

9. Cars always turn on its headlights when it is moving.

Besides these assumptions, there are also some constraints for the simulation:

1. Only cars driving patterns are simulated and studied in this project.

2. Only LED light consumes power, the energy consumption by camera sensors and com-
munication is ignored.
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2.3 Mathematic Models of the Simulation Framework

This section details the mathematical models behind the simulation framework. There are
two major challenges in this project: define a representative model of the sensor network
and create meaningful performance measures to evaluate the system. In the first part of this
section, the mathematic model to measure the sensing quality, also called the sensor coverage
model is introduced. The second part of this section focuses on the method to measure the
lighting system performance.

2.3.1 Sensor coverage model

As presented in Figure 1.2, the camera sensor plays a very important role in the LumiMotion
system. The camera-based system tracks car inside the camera sensing area and it decides
whether to switch lights according to the position of cars. Therefore, the performance of the
sensors has huge impact on the behavior of the lighting system. Thus, a mathematic model
(sensor coverage model) is required to simulate the sensor’s sensing quality. In this section
we review the most commonly used sensor coverage models and propose to select one of those
as the sensor coverage model for the our simulation framework.
Before introducing the sensor coverage model applied in our simulation framework, we first
give an introduction about the existing sensor coverage models. In almost all cases, the sensor
coverage model is formulated as a function of the Euclidean distance between sensor position
and a point. By taking the distance between a point and sensor position as input, the cover-
age function outputs the sensor’s measurement at that space point. For the two-dimensional
plane, the Euclidean distance between a sensor s and a point p is:

D(s, p) =
√

(sx − px)2 + (sy − py)2 (2.1)

where (sx, sy) and (px, py) are the Cartesian coordinates of sensor s and point p respectively.
The formula can be easily extended to three-dimensional space with little modification. Based
on the Euclidean distance formula, different sensor coverage models are defined.

Boolean Sector Coverage Model

The Boolean sector coverage model is always used to model directional cameras. The author
of [3], [4] proposed the function of this model as:

F (d(s, z),Φ(s, z)) =

{
1, if d(s, z) ≤ Rs and Φs ≤ Φ(s, z) ≤ Φs + ω

0, Otherwise
(2.2)

Here Rs is the sensor’s sensing range, d(s, z) is the distance between the space point z and
the sensor s.Φ(s, z) represents the orientation angle, ω is the visual angle of the sector model.
All space points inside the sensing range have a coverage measure and the coverage measure
for points outside the sensing range is 0. The behavior of this coverage model is represented
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in Figure 2.2(a).

Boolean Disk Coverage Model

The Boolean disk coverage model is a sensor model that has been used widely. This model is
studied and applied in many paper such as [5–7]. The sensor coverage function is given by:

F (d(s, z),Φ(s, z)) =

{
1, if d(s, z) ≤ Rs

0, Otherwise
(2.3)

In the function above, d(s, z) is the Euclidean distance between the sensor s and the space
point z. Rs is the sensing range of the sensor. From the function it is clear that only space
point inside the sensing range can be covered by the sensor and the behavior of this sensor
coverage model is shown in Figure 2.2(b).

Attenuated Disk Coverage Model

paper [8], [9]argues that the sensing capacity reduced when the distance between sensor and
space points increase. For this reason, they proposed the Attenuated disk coverage model.
The coverage function of this model is given by:

F (d(s, z)) =
C

dα(s, z)
(2.4)

In the function α represents the path attenuation exponent, C is a constant. Figure 2.2(c)
shows the behavior of this coverage model. In the picture, the coverage measure of point z1
is larger than coverage measure at space point z2 because point z1 is closer to the sensor.

Truncated Attenuated Disk Model

For the Truncated attenuated disk model, the coverage measure becomes very small when the
distance between the sensor and the point is very large. In paper [10], [11], the author thinks
the coverage measure can be neglected when the distance between the sensor and the space
point beyond a constant value. The function they proposed is given in the function below:

F (d(s, z)) =

{
ce(−αd(s,z)), if d(s, z) ≤ Rs

0, Otherwise
(2.5)

Where α and Rs represents the physical characteristics of the sensor unit and the sensing
range respectively. The behavior of this sensor coverage model is shown in Figure 2.2(d)
where sensors do not have sensing ability when the object is too far away.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.2: Different sensor models.(a)boolean sector coverage model;(b)boolean disk coverage
model;(c)attenuated disk coverage model;(d)truncated attenuated disk model

Coverage model for LumiMotion simulation framework

The sensor coverage models introduced by previous researchers only depend on the Euclidean
distance between the sensor location and the point. However, for a camera sensor, many
factors may affect the sensing quality of the sensor at a space point. For our project, we
assume the performance of camera sensor only depends on the illumination level at the point
and distance between the point and the sensor. For simplicity, we assume that the cars always
have their headlights turned on. The detection algorithm used in the LumiMotion application
performs well in detecting the movement of headlights even in low illumination conditions.
Thus, we use the Boolean disk coverage model as the camera sensor’s coverage model, which
means that the sensing area is a circle and any motion of cars in the sensing area can be
detected.

2.3.2 Measure the lighting system performance

Measuring the performance of the lighting system is another challenge when building the sim-
ulation framework.The performance of the LumiMotion system is measured by the estimated
energy consumption and the safety. According to the assumptions, the energy consumption
is the sum of the energy consumption of all light source,s which is calculated by the equation
below:

ECT =
n∑
i=1

ECi (2.6)

In the equation, ECT is the total energy consumption of the lighting system for one simula-
tion time step and ECi is the energy consumed by lighti in one time step.
The most difficult part in measuring the system performance is to measure the safety of the
system. There exists no method or mathematical model to measure this aspect of a lighting
system performance. In this work we propose a new, simple model to measure the safety of
a lighting system. According to the result of [12], the reaction time and the corresponding
distance needed by a driver to stop a car is given in the table below: Based on this evidence,
a new concept named safety area is proposed to measure the safety of the system. The safety
area is a circular area whose center is the position of car and radius is the average distance
(in the table) that a driver needs to stop his car at night. For example, when the maximum
velocity is 30mph the safety area radius is 27.9 meters. For a moving car the safety degree
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Table 2.1: Average stop distance of driver under different light conditions

of the lighting system is measured by equation 2.7 which is the average lighting illumination
level inside the safety area:

SFC =

∑n
i=1 LIi
n

(2.7)

where n is the total number of lights inside the safety area, SFC represents the safety degree
for a car and LIi is the light intensity level of the lighti inside the safety area. We define the
safety degree of the whole system for all cars as the average safety degree for all moving cars:

SFTj =

∑n
i=1 SFCi
n

(2.8)

In the equation, SFT j is the safety degree of the lighting system in simulation time step j.
SFCi represents the safety degree of the system for cari, and n is the total number of cars.
The safety of the lighting system for a period t is calculated by the average of safety degrees
of the lighting system in time period t:

safety =

∑n
i=1 SFTi
n

(2.9)

where SFT i is the safety degree at time step i and t is the amount of time that there are car
moving in the area.

In this section, all relevant mathematical models in the simulation framework are introduced.
In next section, we describe in detail each module of the simulation framework.

2.4 Introduction of Different Simulation Modules

In this section, we detail the different modules presented in Figure 2.1. The first module
introduced is the car generator module.
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2.4.1 Car generator module

In this assignment, VISSIM is chosen to simulate the traffic behaviors. VISSIM is a micro-
scopic, time-step traffic simulation model. Compared with other traffic simulation applica-
tions, VISSIM has three main advantages. Firstly, VISSIM provides flexible link/connector
network which allow end users to draw the traffic based on the actual geometry. Second, users
can create a multi-model world which includes bicycles, pedestrians and cars. For practical
license issues, this feature was not used, but it provides the possibility to study the perfor-
mance of the lighting system for realistic mixed traffic systems in future projects. The third
advantage of VISSIM is that it provides powerful 2D and 3D visualization tools. The 2D or
3D videos generated clearly show the behavior of cars with which the position of cars can be
extracted. There are also some drawbacks of VISSIM: links need to be accurately connected,
which is a time consuming task when drawing the layout of large parking lots. However VIS-
SIM provides some examples that can be imported to start creating more complex models.
Also, while the trial version is free, it cannot output the positions of the cars. We overcame
this problem by using some basic image processing techniques to extract the positions of cars.
The cars’ behavior is simulated according to the layout of the designed parking area and
input parameters such as car density, maximum car velocity, road rules. Then a 2D video of
traffic behaviors is generated. The car generator module extracts the car positions from the
videos generated by the traffic simulation software. In summary, the advantages of VISSIM
overweight the disadvantages. The working flow of the car generator module is explained in
Figure 2.3:

draw parking lot layout

define traffic parameters

VISSIM simulates traffic behaviors generate 2D videos

Figure 2.3: Working flow of the car generator module

2.4.2 Lighting system simulator

The lighting system simulator is built in Matlab. It simulates the behavior of lighting systems
according to the car positions extracted by the car generator module. The working flow chart
of this module is shown in Figure 2.4. As it is shown in the figure, the module contains four
parts: car detector, sensor behavior simulator, system setting collector and lights behavior
simulator. In this section, details about these parts are presented.
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car detector

system setting collector

sensor behavior simulator lights behavior simulator

car positions

system settings

sensor decisions

Figure 2.4: Working flow of lighting system simulator

Car detector

The trial version of VISSIM can only generate videos of the traffic scenario. In this project,
we solved this problem by post-processing the video using background subtraction to extract
the positions of moving cars from the videos. After processing the video, the function stores
the positions and total number of cars in each frame of the video into an Excel file. Figure
2.5 shows an example of the results provided by the car detector function.

Figure 2.5: Extracted car positions

System setting collector

This function provides an interface between the simulation framework and the user. Through
this function, the user can provide all lighting system parameters, for example the sensor’s
sensing range, low/high light levels, dim-up time, simulation time and so on. This function
also reads the Excel file that is generated by the car detector function and stores the position
of the cars into a vector and forward the car position information to other function modules.
So the module collects all input parameters that are needed by the simulation framework in
future calculation and visualizations.
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Sensor behavior simulator

This function simulates the behavior of camera sensors in the LumiMotion system. The
working procedure of this function is shown in Figure 2.6. The sensor reads car positions and
sensor detection range from the system setting collector function. Then the sensor calculates
the distance to the cars and checks whether the car is inside its detection range. In this
project, the Boolean disk coverage model is chosen as the sensor coverage model. Thus, if
a car is inside the sensor detection range, it will be detected. If a sensor detects a car, it
sends information to its neighboring sensors as well. If a sensor receives a notify message
from neighboring sensors, it turns the lights on.

receive car position from car detector receive user settings from system setting collectorinform lights it controls to turn on

check whether sensor receives
notification  from neighbor sensor

receive notify information not receive notify information

sensor has detected car?

yes

inform neighbor sensors notify controlled lights

Figure 2.6: Working flow of sensor behavior simulator function

Lights behavior simulator

This function simulates the behavior of lights in the lighting system. The lights keep listening
to messages from the sensors. If a notify message is received from a sensor, the light increases
its illumination level and sets the timer to the delay time. If the timer is larger than 0,
it will reduce by one for each simulation time step until it is reset or it receives another
notify message. When the timer reaches zero, the light will dim down again. The Figure
2.7illustrates the working procedure of the light behavior simulator function.

2.4.3 Performance evaluation/visualization module

The performance evaluation module is responsible for measuring the performance of the light-
ing system, while the visualization module visualizes the behavior of the lighting system. For
the calculation part,at each simulation time step the energy consumption and safety of the
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keep the max illumination level of light dim the lightincrease illumination level

listening information from sensors

timer >0

receive notify information not receive notify information

reset timer decrease timer by 1

yes no

Figure 2.7: Working flow of lights behavior simulator

lighting system are calculated using equations 2.6 and 2.8. The simulation framework also
provides the evolution of energy consumption and safety over time. The visualization part
records the status of the sensors (which sensor has a detection) and of the light points (which
lights turn on). This module also generates a video which presents visually the lighting sys-
tem behavior according to cars’ movements. The details of the working processes for each
simulation time step is presented in the Figure 2.8.

plot time-safety figure

calculate energy consumption

record sensor states

record light states

read car positions calculate safety degree

plot time-energy consumption figure

record video shows behavior of the lighting system and car movements

Figure 2.8: Working flow of performance evaluation/visualization module

Figure 2.9 shows a frame captured from the generated video. In the figure, the left semicircles
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are placed at the position of camera sensors while the right semicircle is placed at the position
of the light poles. The state of the sensors (detection) is indicated by different colors of the
left semicircle. A green left semicircle means that the sensor does not detect any car, while
a blue semicircle means that the sensor has a detection. The color of the right semicircle
represents the state of the luminaire. A red right semicircle stands for light on, while a yellow
right semicircle indicates that the light is dimmed.

sensor state light state

Figure 2.9: Video frame generated by performance evaluation/visualization module

Furthermore, the evaluation module also records the simulated results so that designer can
run the simulation for different lighting system settings and check the difference in system
performance. Meanwhile by sorting the energy consumption for simulated lighting system
configurations, the module provides a set(size of set is defined by users) of system settings
that satisfy the safety requirement while saving the most energy.

2.5 Discussion and Conclusion

In our project, the lighting system performance is measured by energy consumption and
safety, while measuring the safety of a lighting system is a big challenge for lighting system
designers. In this chapter we proposed a way to measure safety by introducing the safety area
concept. Based on our study about sensor coverage models and performance measurements
we defined, our simulation framework is built. Taking the traffic behaviors generated by
VISSIM as input, our framework simulates the lighting system behaviors and measures the
system performance. Meanwhile, simulation framework can record all simulated results and
provide designer some optimal system settings according to safety requirement. Details of
each part of simulation framework have been given in this chapter. The next two chapters will
show two use cases of the simulation framework. In the third chapter, the impact of different
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parameters (details of parameters will be given in the next chapter) will be studied based on
the performance calculated by the simulation framework. In the fourth chapter, the control
strategy of the LumiMotion system is studied and improvements of the control strategy are
proposed based on simulations generated with the proposed infrastructure.
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Chapter 3

Analysis of the Impact of
Operational Parameters

The LumiMotion system is an intelligent but sensitive system. The simulation result show
that for the same car movement, when increasing the sensing radius from 10 meters to 30
meters, energy consumption can increase by 30 percent. Similarly, for the same lighting
system settings, increasing the density of cars, the energy consumption can increase by 50
percent while safety decreases by 10 percent. So a question for designers is how the system
performance is affected by the variation of the system ’variables’. When designers try to
adjust the system performance based on user requirements, an even more difficult question
arising is how to change or choose the value of the variables so that the system satisfies user
requirements. To answer these questions, in this chapter based on a reference parking lot
in Catherina hospital, Eindhoven, the impact of different system parameters on the overall
system performance are discussed. As explained in chapter 1, there are many difficulties
in studying the impact of parameters in real world installations. Thus in this chapter, the
impaction of parameters is studied based on the simulation framework introduced in the
previous chapter. Before starting the analysis, section 3.1 details the system parameters that
are analyzed this project. From section 3.2 to the end of this section, the impact of parameters
is studied.

3.1 Introduction of Operational Parameters

There are numerous aspects that can affect the lighting system performance, among them
we identify three most influential and discretionary ones: lighting system settings, traffic
behaviors, and control strategy. Details of the parameters affecting these aspects are given in
this section.

3.1.1 Lighting system settings

The lighting system settings are the parameters used to control the lighting system. Those
parameters include:
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Low light condition(or low light intensity level): the lowest intensity level of lights, which is
the lowest illumination level that a light can be dimmed to.
Dim-up time(or delay time): the length of the time period that a light is turned on after
receiving a detection notification from a sensor.
Sensor radius: the radius of the circular area covered by a sensor.
The current settings for the LumiMotion system is 10 meters for sensing radius, 20% for
low light condition and 30 seconds for dim-up time. We argue that increasing the sensing
radius helps to increase the system safety and decreasing dim-up time can reduce the energy
consumption. Thus, in this project, we want to check the system performance when increasing
the sensor radius and decreasing the dim-up time. We chose values for the sensor radius larger
than 10 to understand the safety improvement with larger sensing radius and we consider
smaller values for the dim-up time to check the system energy reduction. For low light
conditions, we choose values around the current setting to check how the system performances
are impacted by different low light conditions. The possible values of those parameters are
listed in the table below:

operation parameter Possible values

sensor coverage radius 10m, 20m, 30m, 40m

lowest light intensity level 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,50%

delay time 0s, 5s, 10s, 15s, 20s, 25s, 30s

Table 3.1: Possible values of system settings

3.1.2 Traffic behavior

For different traffic behaviors, the performance of lighting system can differ a lot. For traffic
in a parking lot, we consider two major factors affecting the lighting system performance: the
density of cars and the path that cars travel in the parking area. High car density leads to
more detections, so more lights switched on, which cause more the energy consumption. The
performance of the lighting system can be also impacted by the type of traffic, even if the car
density is the same. Here we analyze two scenarios, one where cars randomly travel through
the entire parking lot and one where cars always try to stop next to an attraction point. In
this project, we define a total of six traffic behaviors based on different combinations of car
density and traffic behavior. We define three different types of car densities:

• Rush hour: 100 cars enter the parking lot per hour.

• Normal time: 50 cars enter the parking lot per hour.

• Midnight: 10 cars enter the parking lot per hour.
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To characterize different driving behaviors, we introduce the concept of area of interested
(AOI).The AOI is defined by an area that has a high probability for a car to stop. When cars
enter a parking lot with AOI, the parking places near the AOI are first occupied. Therefore in
a parking lot with AOI, cars do not go through the entire parking lot. Based on the different
car densities and driving behaviors discussed above, 6 different traffic scenarios are defined.
Details of the traffic scenarios is shown in Table 3.2.

traffic scenario ID traffic scenario name car volume introduce interested area

1 midnight with interested area 10/h yes

2 midnight without interested area 10/h no

3 normal time with interested area 50/h yes

4 normal time without interested area 50/h no

5 rush hour with interested area 100/h yes

6 normal time without interested area 100/h no

Table 3.2: Different traffic behaviors

3.1.3 Control strategy

The control strategy is the strategy that the lighting system uses to control the lights. The
basic idea of the current control strategy for the LumiMotion system is shown in Figure 1.2.
Each sensor controls the light on the light pole at which the sensor is attached. When a sensor
has detection, it turns on its controlled light and broadcasts messages to the sensors in one
hop. Hop is a concept in telecommunication which refers to an intermediate connection in a
string of connections linking two devices. In this project, sensors in one hop of sensor s are
the sensors one step away from s. Figure 3.1 shows three different cases of the sensors in one
hop. The blue sensors are the sensors at one hop distance from the red sensor. After a sensor
receives a message from its neighboring sensor, the sensor also turns on its controlled light.
After a constant dim-up time, if a sensor does not have any detection and does not receive
any message, it dims its controlled light down again.

In this chapter, we study the impact of different system settings, under different traffic be-
haviors, on the performance of the lighting system in the reference parking lot. In the next
chapter, the lighting system behavior of the current control strategy is studied. For all exper-
iments in this chapter, the lighting system that keeps all lights at the highest light condition
is taken as the reference lighting system. And energy consumption for a lighting system is
presented by the percentage it accounts into the energy consumption of the reference lighting
system.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.1: Sensors in one hop.(a)sensor at center of the parking log;(b)sensor at edges of the
parking lot;(c) sensor in the corner

3.2 Operational Parameters Impact to System Performance

3.2.1 Sensor radius impact to system performance

This section studies the impacts of the system settings to the system performance. First,
we study the impact of different sensing radius to the lighting system performance. We keep
both dim-up time and low lighting conditions to 0 to remove the impacts of those two set-
tings. Figure 3.2 shows the system performance for different traffic scenarios. The horizontal
axis indicates system safety degree and the vertical axis shows the energy consumption of the
system. In the figure, we use a line to link the system settings with dim-up (DT) is 0 second
and low light condition (LC) is 0%. The performance of settings with different sensing radius
is drawn by dot with different colors.
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Figure 3.2: System performance with different sensing radius(a)Traffic scenario 1;(b)Traffic
scenario 2;(c)Traffic scenario 3;(d)Traffic scenario 4;(e)Traffic scenario 5;(f)Traffic scenario 6

From the figure it can be found that if the sensing radius is larger than 30 meters the system
safety degree equals to 1. In our project, the system safety for a car is measured by the
average lighting intensity inside car’s safety area. For the current LumiMotion system, the
camera sensor is placed on every light pole. So when sensing radius is larger than safety
radius, a sensor can detect car before its controlled light enters car’s safety area. Therefore
all lights in a car’s safety area turns on and the safety degree of the system is 1.
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3.2.2 Low light conditions impact to system performance

Then we study the impacts of the low light conditions to the lighting system. For the study,
we keep dim-up time(DT) as 0 second so that it does not affect the system performance. Set-
ting sensing radius to 0 is not possible (it results in no detections). And from our studies after
sensor radius larger than 30 meters the safety of system is always 1 which means we cannot
see the impact of low light conditions on safety after sensor radius larger than 30 meters.
So we set sensing radius from 10 to 30 meters and for each sensing radius check the system
performance with different low light conditions. Figure 3.3 shows the system performance
with different low light conditions for all scenarios. In the figure, vertical axis indicates the
energy consumption and horizontal axis shows the safety of the system. The points one each
line has the same sensing radius, while the low light conditions increases from 0% to 50% for
points from left to right.

According to Figure 3.2, energy and safety grows up linearly with the increasing of low light
conditions. The reason for that is the low light condition has no impacts in detections. So
the lighting system behavior (how much detections a sensor has and how long lights switch
to the highest light condition) does not change when changing the low light conditions. And
by comparing with the impact of sensor radius and dim-up time on safety, low light condition
has the least impact on safety. The reason for that is according to equation 2.7, the safety
is calculated by averaging the light intensity level inside a car’s safety area, so increasing the
low light condition can not affect the result too much.

3.2.3 Dim-up time impact to system performance

When studying dim-up time influence in the system performance, in order to remove other
parameters impacts to the lighting performance, we keep low light conditions as 0%. Similar
to the study of low light condition impaction, we range the sensing radius from 10 meter to
30 meters and check the system performance for different dim-up time (Figure 3.4).

The vertical axis indicates the energy into the reference lighting system which keep all lights
on. While the horizonal axis shows the safety of system. In the figure, the points one each
line has the same sensing radius, while the dim-up time increases from 0 to 30 seconds for
points from left to right. The figure shows that for the influence of dim-up time to safety,
there is a saturation point. After the saturation point when increasing dim-up time the safety
degree not increasing much. And when enlarging the sensing radius, the saturation point for
dim-up time gets smaller. The reason is that when sensor radius is less than the safety area
radius, a enough length of dim-up time provide lights to car before it enters sensing radius of
other sensor. But after a certain length of dim-up time the sensor controlled light has already
been outside car’s safety area. So a further enlarging the dim-up time can not help a lot in
increasing safety degree of the system.
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Figure 3.3: System performance with different low light conditions(a)Traffic scenario
1;(b)Traffic scenario 2 (c)Traffic scenario 3;(d)Traffic scenarios 4(e)Traffic scenario 5;(f)Traffic
scenario 6
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Figure 3.4: Lighting system behaviors with different dim-up time.(a)traffic scenario 1;(b)traffic
scenario 2;(c)traffic scenario 3;(d)traffic scenario 4;(e)traffic scenario 5;(f)traffic scenario 6;

3.2.4 Traffic behavior impact to system performance

When comparing the system performance for different traffic scenarios (Figure 3.4), it can
be found that when increasing the car density, the safety has a slight increase for the same
configuration. And the increasing of safety is more clearly to see for a parking lot with AOI
for example traffic scenario 1 and 3 (Figure 3.4 (a) and (c)). In Figure 3.4(a) when sensor
radius is 10 meters, after dim-up time reach 10 seconds further increasing dim-up time does
not help to increase safety. While according to Figure 3.4 (c), the safety increase slowly after
dim-up larger than 10 seconds. The reason for that is when car density increases, even a
car is not detected by sensor, there is still a high possibility that lights in the car’s safety
area are turned on since there is a detection for sensor before and the lights sensor controlled
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still keeps at highest level because of the dim-up time. It can also be found that, before car
density reaches 100 the parking lots with AOI is more safe(for same configurations the safety
of system is higher). The reason for that is in a parking lot with AOI, car does not travel
through the entire parking lot. So even through the sensor does not detect a car, the sensor
still could detect other cars and turn on light for the car not be detected.

3.3 Impact of Operational Parameters on Robustness

All the results in the previous sections assume that the sensor detection is ideal. While in the
real world, the sensing quality may be affected by many factors like light conditions, whether
condition and so on. In this section, the system performance with detection noise is discussed.
In this section, the detection noises are divided into two types: missed detections and false
detections. A missed detection occurs when a sensor fails to detect a car in its sensing range.
A false detection occurs when a sensor mistakenly detects something and no car is present.
For different types of error, the system robustness is measured by different methods. Be-
cause missed detections impact the lighting system safety, the system robust against missed
detections is measured by the safety reduction. The false detections influence the energy
consumption, so for false detections, the system robustness is measured by the energy con-
sumption increase.
In our study, missed detections and false detections are introduced separately into the system.
We will check the system performance for different miss and false detection possibilities(1%,
5% and 10%). We bind miss detection with total number of detections a sensor has. For ex-
ample, within a time period a sensor has 100 detections then introducing 5% miss detection
means sensor just has 95 detections and 5 detections are miss. While false detection occurs
when a sensor has no detection. Assume within 100 time instants a sensor has 20 detections,
then there are 80 time instants sensor has no detection. Then introducing 5% false detection
means within the 80 time instants sensor has no detection, 4 false detections are introduced.
We further assume that the possibility that miss detection and false detection occur is equal
for every point within sensor’s detection range. When studying the impact of missed detec-
tions, traffic scenarios 5 and 6 (with higher traffic density) are considered, because the missed
detections in these two scenarios occur more frequently and therefore they have a more sig-
nificant impact on the system performances and they are easier to study. For false detections,
traffic scenarios 1 and 2 (with low traffic density) are chosen, as false detections have higher
impact on these two scenarios.

3.3.1 Impact of low light level on robustness

From our previous studies, low light conditions do not has too much impact on safety. So
we first study the impacts of low light conditions on robustness. If the influence of low light
conditions is less to robustness, we can then focus on studying the impact the other two
system settings in the following part of this section. To avoid the impact of dim-up time, we
set it to 0 second. Meanwhile, since the low light conditions has no impact on detections,
so the value of sensing radius we chose does not affect the behavior (how much detections
and how long light is switched to highest intensity level) of system with different low light
conditions. So we choose the sensor radius as 20 meters which is in the middle of our sensor
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radius range. Figure 3.5 shows the performance for system with different low light conditions
when different of missed detection rated are considered. In the figure, vertical axis indicates
the energy reduction of the lighting system and horizontal axis shows the value of system set-
tings in which DT is dim-up time, SR is sensing radius and LIL is low light intensity level(low
light condition).The figure states that the difference of safety reduction between different
missed detection rates does not change (only less than 0.01). Figure 3.6 shows the system
performance with false detections. It shows that higher low light conditions lead to lower
energy increase. The reason for that is that when low light condition increases, the amount
of energy used in the low light condition increases in the total energy (energy consumption of
the reference lighting system), so with the increase of false detections rate, the gap between
energy increases drops. Therefore we conclude we can almost ignore the impact of low light
conditions on robustness.
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Figure 3.5: Different low light conditions system performance with miss detection(a)Traffic
scenario 5;(b)Traffic scenario 6
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Figure 3.6: Different low light conditions system performance with false detection(a)Traffic
scenario 1;(b)Traffic scenario 2

3.3.2 Impact of sensor radius on robustness

The system performances with different settings, when missed detections occur, are shown
in Figure 3.7. In the figures, the y-axis indicates the safety reduction of the lighting system,
while the x-axis shows the values of system settings. Both low light condition and dim-up time
are set to 0 so that they do not influence system performance. For different missed detection
possibilities, the safety reductions are represented by bars with different colors. The figure
shows that the difference between safety reductions of different missed detection rates get
smaller when the sensor radius increases. At the same time, the safety reduction decreases
with the increasing of the sensing radius. Thus, increasing sensing radius helps to increase
the system robustness. As it is assumed that each position has the same probability of missed
detection, then the bigger the sensing radius is, the lower is the probability that a missed
detection occurs in the car safety area. So with larger sensing radius, the safety reduction
decreases. Figure 3.8 shows the system performance when false detections occur. The x-
axis shows the system settings while the y-axis indicates the energy consumption increase.
From the figure, it can be found that increasing sensing radius does not affect the system
performance. So we can draw the conclusion that the sensing radius does not affect the
performance of system with false detections.
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Figure 3.7: Different sensor radius system performance with miss detection(a)Traffic scenario
5;(b)Traffic scenario 6
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Figure 3.8: Different sensor radius system performance with false detection(a)Traffic scenario
1;(b)Traffic scenario 2

3.3.3 Impact of dim-up time on robustness

In this section, the influence of errors on systems with different dim-up times is discussed.
According to the previous analysis, when the sensor radius is larger than the safety radius,
the lighting system’s safety does not change significantly. So in this section, the sensor radius
is set to 10 meters, so that the impact of errors on the system with different dim-up times can
be seen more clearly. From the previous section, sensor radius does not impact the system
performance when false detections occur, so when studying the impact of false detections, the
sensor radius is fixed to 10 meters. Low light condition is set to 0 to avoid its influence on
the system performance. Figure 3.9 shows the system performance when the length of the
dim-up time changes. According to the figure, safety reduction goes down when dim-up time
increases. So the impact of missed detections goes down when the dim-up time is higher.
This happens because with a longer dim-up time, the light turned on by previous cars can
provide illumination for successive cars that are not detected. Figure 3.10 shows the system
performance when false detections occur. From the figure, it can be seen that a higher dim-up
time brings a considerable energy increase when false detections occur.
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Figure 3.9: Different dim-up time system performance with miss detection(a)Traffic scenario
5;(b)Traffic scenario 6
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Figure 3.10: Different dim-up time system performance with false detection(a)Traffic scenario
1;(b)Traffic scenario 2

As from our study, both dim-up time and sensing radius can help to improve the system
robustness when miss detection occurs, then we want to know which parameter is has more
impact on robustness. Figure 3.11 shows the system performance of different sensing radius
and dim-up time when 5% miss detections occurs. In the figure, the system settings have same
sensing radius are linked with lines. The solid line shows the system without miss detections
while the dash line represents the system with miss detection. According to the figures, when
sensor radius is 30 meters, the safety of the system with miss detection is almost equal to
ideal system. So we can conclude that increasing sensing radius is more efficiency to improve
the robustness.
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Figure 3.11: System performance with different sensing radius and dim-up time with miss
detection(a)Traffic scenario 5;(b)Traffic scenario 6

3.3.4 Impact of traffic behavior on robustness

When comparing the system behaviors for different traffic scenarios, it can be found that the
parking lot with AOI is more tolerant to missed detections. Since the car density is high in the
area of interested, even though a sensor fails to detect a car, there is still the possibility that
the sensor detects other car in its sensing range or receives a message from its neighboring
sensors. So the impact of missed detections in parking lots with AOI is smaller.
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3.4 Optimal System Settings Selection

Among a range of system settings, the simulation framework can provide a set of most energy
saving system settings for a given safety requirement. With the knowledge of system pa-
rameters impaction on lighting system performance, designer can trade off the given optimal
settings and choose a setting from the optimal settings to fulfill their requirements. In this
section, we show how to use the conclusions drawn in previous sections to select settings from
the optimal settings. According to our study, the lighting system performance changes for
different traffic scenarios. While we know that comparing other traffic scenarios, in a parking
lot without AOI the safety of LumiMotion lighting system for low car density is the worst
case. So in our defined traffic scenarios, scenario 2 is the worst case in safety. Therefore the
system settings that satisfy the safety requirement in traffic scenario 2 would fulfill the safety
requirement for almost all other traffic scenarios. But from Figure 3.4, there is some settings
can satisfy the safety requirement for traffic scenario 2 but not scenario 1(for example system
with 10 meters sensor, 0% low light condition and dim-up time larger than 10 second has
higher safety degree in scenario 2 than it in traffic scenario 1). So after we get the optimal
settings for traffic scenario 2, we first check whether those settings satisfy the safety require-
ment of traffic scenario 1. In this section, we ask the simulation framework provides 5 most
energy saving settings with safety larger than 0.85. The results from the simulation are shown
in table below:

sensing radius dim-up time low conditions safety energy

30 0 0 1 6.80%

40 0 0 1 8.10%

10 15 0 0.863896 8.60%

20 5 0 0.981308 9.40%

10 20 0 0.884924 10.40%

Table 3.3: Optimal system settings

After simulate those optimal settings in traffic scenario 1, we found that all of them satisfy our
safety requirement therefore we conclude that these settings satisfy the safety requirement for
all defined traffic scenarios. The we can start tradeoff those settings. From optimal optimal
settings, a designer who wants a system that tolerant to miss detection could choose the first
one, since based on our study when miss detection occurs, with sensor radius larger than 30
meters the lighting system performs better. However the larger sensing radius sensor has, the
more expensive the sensor is. Therefore if a designer wants a cheaper system, the third could
be a good choice. Meanwhile, we know that the longer dim-up time is, the more energy the
system consumes when false detections occur. So if a designer wishes the system performance
is not impacted too much by false detections, the first, second and fourth settings could be
good choices. Because the dim-up time for those settings are relatively shorter than others.
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3.5 Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter we first defined six traffic behaviors and system settings. Then the impact of
different system settings and traffic behaviors on the system performance has been studied.
We found that for ideal detections, lowest light condition has less impact on safety of the
system. And sensor radius larger than the safety area radius can ensure the safety degree
of the lighting system equals to 1. While, when the sensing radius is less than the safety
area radius, increasing dim-up time can help to increase the safety degree. However, there
exists a saturation point for the dim-up time. When dim-up time reaches the saturation
point, increasing the dim-up time cannot provide much improvement on safety but the en-
ergy consumption. By comparing the dim-up saturations point for different sensing radius, it
is found that the saturation point gets smaller when sensing radius increase. The reason for
that is the saturation point is in directly proportional to the difference between safety area
radius and sensing radius. When introduce miss detection and false detection to the system,
it is found that the system with higher sensing radius is more tolerant to the miss detection.
Meanwhile, experiment result shows that increasing dim-up time helps to reduce the impact
of miss detections. However when false detections occurs, increasing dim-up time can waste
huge number of energy. And lighting system for traffic scenarios with higher car density and
AOI performs better in safety. And based on our study, section 3.3 discusses how designer
tradeoff between the optimal settings provided by our simulation framework.
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Chapter 4

Study and Improve Control
Strategy

In this chapter, we will study the control strategy of the current LumiMotion system based on
the results generated by the simulation framework. Before the simulation framework is built,
it is very difficult for designers to study the behavior of the lighting system because the system
is sensitive to a number of operational parameters discussed in previous chapter. Without
clearly understanding the system behavior, improving the control strategy is a challenging,
time-consuming task. The videos generated by the simulation framework give designers an
intuitive feeling about the lighting system behavior for different operational parameters, which
is a valuable insight to improve the control strategy. In this chapter, similarly to the previous
chapter, the parking lot in Catherina hospital, Eindhoven, is chosen as the reference parking
lot. By studying the behavior of the LumiMotion system, problems of the current control
strategy are studied and alternative solutions will be proposed to overcome the shortcomings
of the current system.

4.1 Existing LumiMotion Control Strategy

In this section, the behavior of the lighting system is studied. The figure below shows the
lighting system behavior when a car drives through the parking lot. In the figure, the car is
represented by a blue block, sensors and lights are represented by left and right semicircles
respectively. As it is shown in figure 2.10, a blue left semicircle means that the sensor has a
detection, while a green one means that the sensor does not detect anything. The red right
semicircle indicates that the light is turn on while the yellow one means that the light is
dimmed down. The sensor radius for the lighting system in the figure is 20 meters and the
delay time is 10 seconds. Furthermore, we assume that the maximum speed of a car is 30mph:
then, according to Table 2.1, the safety area radius for a car is 27.9 meters. The green cycle
around the car shows its safety area. From the figure, it can be seen that many of the turned
on lights are outside the car’s safety area. According to the way we measure the system’s
safety performance, the lights outside the safety area does not affect safety while increasing
the energy consumption of the system. According to the control strategy, each light keeps the
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highest intensity level for a constant (dim-up time) after it is turned on. Figure 4.1 (c) shows
that the lights outside the safety area keep the highest level for a delay time which increases
the amount of wasted energy. Thus, turning on too many unnecessary lights is a major
drawback of the current control strategy and in this chapter we will address this problem.
First, let us understand the cause of this problem. According to the control strategy, when

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.1: Lighting system behaviors.(a)car enters the parking lot;(b)car leaves sensor ra-
dius;(c)car go through the parking lot;(d)car stops

a sensor has a detection, it turns on the light where the sensor is attached and informs all
neighboring sensors. Sensors that receive the message from at least one of its neighbors turn
on its controlled light. To explain this method clearly, we number the sensors as in Figure
4.2.

In Figure 4.1(a), sensor 1 and 7 detect the car and they inform the sensors 2, 8, 13 and 14.
After sensor 2, 8, 13 and 14 receive the message, they turn on light 2, 8, 13 and 14. However,
from Figure 4.1(a) it can be found that none of light 2, 8, 13 and 14 are in the car’s safety
area. So the current control strategy is not intelligent enough and there are two methods to
solve this problem.
The first solution is reducing the number of sensors. In Figure 4.1 (a), removing sensor 7 from
the parking lot, sensor 13 and 14 will not turn their lights on because they do not receive
a notify message. This solution is highly desirable because it allows to reduce the number
of installed sensors, which makes the system much more economic. Therefore, for the case
in Figure 4.1(a) the number of unnecessarily turned on lights is reduced. At the same time,
when the sensor density is reduces, one sensor may need to control more lights and the control
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Figure 4.2: numbering sensors

strategy of the system should also be changed.
The second solution is to introduce more information to the sensor communication message.
Useful extra information is the position of the detected car, so that the sensors can decide to
turn on the lights they control based on the distance of the object from the light pole, and not
only on whether it neighboring sensor has a detection. For the case in Figure 4.1(a), sensors
2, 8, 13 and 14 decide whether to turn on their lights according to the messages provided by
sensor 1 and 7.
The following sections introduce three specific solutions to reduce the number of lights which
stays outside the safety area, thus turned on unnecessarily.

4.2 Sub-sampling

In this section we propose the first solution which consists of removing half of the sensors from
the system. As already underlined, this is a very appealing solutions, because reducing the
number of sensors, which are expensive, the cost of the whole lighting system is considerably
reduced. The new lighting system is called sub-sampling system. In the original lighting
system, a sensor only controls the light to which it is attached. As the number of sensor
decreases, there are also some changes in the control strategy. In the sub-sampling system,
when sensor detects a car, instead of only turning on the light it is attached, it turns on all
lights in one hop. The communication strategy between sensors is same as in the original
system. After a sensor has a detection, it still informs the sensors in one hop but the sensors
that receive the message only turn on the light at which it is attached. The behavior of the
sub-sampling system is shown in Figure 4.3.
In Figure 4.3, the positions where only the right semicircle exists indicate that the sensors

are removed from the light poles. Comparing with Figure 4.1(c), in Figure 4.3(c) light 13 does
not turn on. In the original system, when sensor 2 and 8 detect the car, the sensor on light
13 is informed by the sensor on light 8 (they are within one hop) and light 13 is turned on
by sensor 13. In the sub-sampling system, sensor 8 is removed so sensor 13 does not receive
the detection message and therefore light 13 is not turned on.
Figure 4.4 compares the performance of the original system and the sub-sampling system for
traffic scenario 3 and 4 where car density is 50 cars/h. The figure presents system performance
for different sensing radius and dim-up time when low light condition is 20%. In the figures,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.3: Sub-sampling lighting system behaviors.(a)car enters the parking lot;(b)car leaves
sensor radius;(c)car go through the parking lot;(d)car stops

system settings with same sensor radius are connected by lines. For each point on a line, from
left to right the dim-up time increases by 5 seconds. The vertical axis indicates safety and
horizontal axis indicates the percentage system energy consumption accounts into a reference
lighting system where all lights keep at highest intensity level for all time. From the figures,
the energy consumption of the sub-sampling system reduces while the safety is also decrease
significantly. For example in figure 4.4(a) for the blue and red lines where sensing radius is
20 meters, when dim-up time is 30 seconds(the 7th start on the line) energy decreases 5%
while safety also reduces 5%. The reason for the safety reduction is that in the sub-sampling
system, when reducing the sensor density, there are some regions in the parking lot where
cars cannot be detected. Figure 4.5 compares system behavior between the original system
and the sub-sampling system. In this case, a sensor is installed at position 24 in the original
system, while in the sub-sampling system that sensor is removed. So for sub-sampling system,
a car can not be detected when it drives in the area shown in the Figure 4.5, therefore no
light is turned on. The result for that is system safety reduce.
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Figure 4.4: Performance comparison between original system and sub-sampling sys-
tem.(a)performance of traffic scenario 3(b)performance of traffic scenario 4

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Reason cause sub-sampling reduces system safety.(a)original system
behavior;(b)sub-sampling system behavior;
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4.3 Including the Car Position in the Communication Message

The previous section discussed a solution to reduce the number of sensors and of lights unnec-
essarily turned on by sub-sampling. However, using this strategy not only energy consumption
is reduced, but also the safety of the system. So in this section we propose a different control
strategy to solve the problem. Instead of reducing the number of sensors, here we propose
a control strategy where sensors, based on the messages they receive, make a decision about
whether to turn on the light it controls or not. To make the decision, more information
should be provided to the sensors by the communication message. In this section, we assume
that the absolute car position is known to the detecting sensor and is transmitted in the
communication message. When a sensor detects a car, it ’tells’ the position of the car to the
sensors within one hop. Then the sensor that receives the message decides whether to turn
on its controlled light by checking whether the light lays inside the car’s safety area or not.
The working flow chart of the sensor behavior is illustrated in the chart shown in Figure 4.6.

extract car position

detect car

calculate distance between car and all controlled lights

notify light to turn on

receive message from neighbor sensors

keep the state of light

light in car safety area

notify neighbor sensors

yes no

Figure 4.6: Working flow of lighting system with car position in communication message

The behavior of this strategy is show in Figures 4.7. Comparing with Figure 4.1, unnecessary
lights which lay outside the car’s safety area are not turned on. In Figure 4.6 (a), when
sensors 1 and 7 detect the car, they calculate the distance between the car and the lights
they control (they only control lights 1 and 7). Since light 1 and 7 are all in the car’s safety
area, sensors 1 and 7 turn on lights 1 and 7. Sensor 1 and 7 also ’tell’ sensors 2, 8, 13 and
14 about the position of the car they detected. Sensors at position 2, 8, 13 and 14 receive
the messages and they estimate that the lights controlled by them are outside the safety area
of the car. Thus those sensor do not turn on their controlled lights. From the figure it can
be concluded that this control strategy reduces the unnecessary energy consumption by only
turning on the lights inside the car’s safety area.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: Behavior of lighting system with message include car positions.(a)car enters the
parking lot;(b)car leaves sensor radius;(c)car go through the parking lot;(d)car stops

When comparing the performance of the original LumiMotion system with the lighting sys-
tem with car position (Figure 4.8), it can be found that energy consumption reduces a lot
(15% reduction in average for all configurations) while there is still a slight reduction on the
safety of the system. The reason for this safety reduction is shown in Figure 4.9. In the
figure, no sensor can detect the pink car. The sensor at position 6 detects the blue car, and
according to the blue car position, sensor 5 and 6 turn on light 5 and light 6. So for the
control strategy discussed in this section, there are two lights (light 11and 12) inside the pink
car’s safety area that are not turned on. In the original system, the sensor at position 6
detects the blue car and it notifies the sensors in one hop, which are sensors 5, 11, 12. These
sensor turn on lights at 5, 11, 12 after receiving the message from sensor 6. Thus lights 11 and
12 turn on for the original system and all lights inside the pink car’s safety area are turned on.
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Figure 4.8: Performance comparison between original system and introducing car position
system.(a)performance of traffic scenario 3(b)performance of traffic scenario 4

(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Compare lighting system behaviors.(a)original lighting system;(b)introduce car
position
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4.4 Sub-sampling with Car Position in Communication Mes-
sage

In the sub-sampling lighting system, there are still several lights outside the car’s safety area
that are unnecessarily turned on. From the results of the previous section, it appears that
using the car position is possible to reduce the number of lights turned on outside the car
safety area. In this section, we propose a system control strategy that uses the car position in
the sub-sampling system. The control strategy is similar to the one described in the previous
section. However for sub-sampling system, the sensor does not only controlling the light to
which it is attached, but all lights within one hop. So when a sensor detects a car or receives
a message from a neighbor, it calculates the distance between the car and all lights it controls
and only turns on the lights inside the car’s safety area. The behavior of the system is shown
in Figure 4.10.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.10: Sub-sampling lighting system with car positions behaviors.(a)car enters the park-
ing lot;(b)car leaves sensor radius;(c)car go through the parking lot;(d)car stops

Comparing with the performance of the sub-sampling system, several unnecessary lights does
not turn on. For example, when a car enters the parking lot, the original sub-sampling sys-
tem turns on six lights while the current lighting system only turns on two lights. Therefore
the energy consumption of the lighting system can be reduced considerably. Figure 4.11
compares the performance of the original system and the sub-sampling system with the car
position information. It can be concluded that comparing with the sub-sampling system,
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the introduction of the car positions in the sub-sampling system can save more energy: for
example for traffic scenarios 4 for all configurations, the sub-sampling system achieves 4%
of energy reduction in average, while when introducing the car position in the sub-sampling
system, 16% of energy reduction is achieved. While as it explained in previous sections, both
sub-sampling system and introducing car position to original system reduce the safety of the
system. When introducing car positions to sub-sampling system, the safety of the system
reduces slightly. The reason for the safety reduction can be either the safety reduction reason
of sub-sampling system (discussed in section 4.2) or the reason for the original system with
car positions (discussed in section 4.3).
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Figure 4.11: Performance comparison between original system and sub-sampling introducing
car position system.(a)performance of traffic scenario 3(b)performance of traffic scenario 4
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4.5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter, based on the output data generated by the simulation framework, the control
strategy of the current LumiMotion system is studied. The current control strategy turns on
too many unnecessary lights, e.g. the lights that are outside the car’s safety area. While the
lights outside the car safety area do not have influence on the estimated safety of lighting
system, they consume a considerable amount of energy. In this chapter we have proposed
three different control strategies to improve the performances of the lighting system. Figure
4.12 shows the system performance for traffic scenario 3 and 4 where dim-up time ranges from
0 to 30 seconds while sensor radius and low light conditions are kept at 20 meters and 20%
respectively.
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Figure 4.12: Performance comparison between different control strategies.(a)performance of
traffic scenario 3(b)performance of traffic scenario 4

Table 4.1 compares the performance of different control strategies in different traffic scenarios
defined in chapter 3. As there are many possible system settings, the table shows the average
energy consumption and safety decrease for all defined system settings. From figure 4.12 and
table 4.1, it can be concluded that the sub-sampling system reduces energy consumption, but
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also reduces the safety of the system considerably. When introducing car positions in the
sensor decision procedure of the original system, the lights outside the car safety area are
not turned on and the energy consumption reduces considerably. Finally when introducing
the car positions in the sub-sampling system, further energy saving can be achieved in the
sub-sampling system, without reducing safety significantly. Sub-sampling is also relevant to
reduce the system cost by reducing the number of sensors. Among the three solutions, the
sub-sampling system with car positions is the best one in terms of energy savings, while the
introduction of car positions on the original system can save energy with the least safety
reduction.

average energy reduction average safety reduction average energy reduction average safety reduction

sub-sampling 1% 6.00% 1.20% 4%

original system with car position 2.50% 1.50% 5% 2.80%

sub-sampling with car position 2.90% 6% 5.50% 4.60%

average energy reduction average safety reduction average energy reduction average safety reduction

sub-sampling 2.20% 6% 4% 6%

original system with car position 6.70% 1.90% 14.00% 2%

sub-sampling with car position 7.70% 6.17% 16.30% 6.50%

average energy reduction average safety reduction average energy reduction average safety reduction

sub-sampling 5.30% 5.50% 3.50% 4.80%

original system with car position 14% 2.30% 13% 2%

sub-sampling with car position 18% 5.50% 15% 5.20%

control strategy

traffic scenario 4traffic scenario 3

traffic scenario 5

traffic scenario 1 traffic scenario 2

traffic scenario 6

Table 4.1: compare improved control strategy
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and future works

5.1 Conclusions

In this project, we studied the performance of LumiMotion system in a parking lot. A model
has been proposed to measure the system performance by safety and energy consumption.
Based on mathematic models, a simulation framework is built which can both simulate the
LumiMotion lighting system according to traffic behaviors and give a set of energy saving
system settings for a safety requirement. Then several traffic scenarios(or traffic behaviors)
are defined according to different car density and driving behaviors. Based on the simulation
framework and defined traffic scenarios, impaction of different system configurations and
traffic behaviors on lighting system performance and robustness are studied. Based on the
study, designers can define the values of system settings that fix their requirements in a
more efficient way. Meanwhile, with the knowledge about the impaction of system settings,
designer can trade off the optimal settings provided by the simulation framework and find
the settings satisfy their requirements of safety, robustness and cost. In the last part of the
project, we improved the energy consumption of the current LumiMotion system by proposed
three alternative control strategies. Simulation results show that 15% of energy can be saved
with our control solutions.

5.2 Future Works

In our simulation framework, the Boolean disk model is chosen as the sensor coverage model.
The simulation results generated by this sensor model is the best case for the lighting system.
In real world, various factors may affect sensing quality so the performance of the lighting
system could be worse than our simulation results. In the future, experiments in real world
should be implemented so that a more accurate sensing model could be applied in the simu-
lation framework. Meanwhile, in this project we assume only car moving in the parking lot.
While in the real world, pedestrian also appears in parking lot frequently. Study the lighting
system performance for pedestrian is very important and it is where effort should be paid on
in the future.
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